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The Opinio is a PC software utility designed for Windows 2000 and later. It allows you to enter and view text, graphics and
photos and allows you to automatically organize those files into personal, date and time folders. This software is able to enter
and view text, graphics and photos and allows you to automatically organize those files into personal, date and time folders. All
documents, graphics, photos and other files are searchable in a database. This is a content aware file manager. Unlike most file
managers, You can directly interact with the content you want to search. And, it offers text search to search files that are named
or contain the words specified. It also has the facilities to create and browse folders, organize the files into a hierarchical
structure, view file contents, and find related files. This is a simple browser that you can use to access a multitude of web sites
with a few easy clicks. It can be useful for creating web bookmark links, saving web addresses for quick access, and browsing to
commonly visited web sites. All the web sites you visit can be selected for inclusion in the bookmarks list. It also lets you create
a list of favorite web sites to visit. This is a web browser designed for quick surfing the World Wide Web. Web Browser is a
lightweight, intuitive and easy to use application which will make your browsing experience a good one. It is a very simple and
straightforward web browser to access and view web pages. You don't have to be a computer genius to use it. 8links is a featurerich package which provides you with powerful tools to make text document search a quick, easy and fun experience. A
powerful text search engine with a document preview function, easy bookmarking and printing. 8Links CD-Text is a component
of an application that is designed for the easy and fast searching of text documents. It has a simple interface and allows the user
to create index-based searchable archives. The most important attribute of this application is that it allows the user to search the
document text itself, not only the title, the author and the time of creation. The index file of the document is created from a
copy of the original text. The index file is used to create a searchable archive for the user. The index and archive files are always
created in compressed format. This is a browser tool for Windows that allows you to easily access Web Sites, complete with
ability to create links to those web sites. It also allows you to access your
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Academic integrity is a very important part of being a successful student. Many teachers are unaware that all of their students
have the Internet on their desktops. Many children will spend hours on their computers. Many children have to use the Internet
for class assignments. Your child will have to use the Internet as a legitimate tool for future academic pursuits. This is an easy
tool to install. It takes less than one minute. Just download, and click to install. A quick setup takes a few minutes. Then you can
start working with your knowledge base and your school's academic policies. Features: * Database-driven help desk. * Ideal for
any organization that uses a help desk. * A quick and easy to use knowledge base. * Perfect for smaller organizations. *
Academic administration - good for school assignments, projects and student research. * Perfect for teachers and parents who
want to monitor their children's activities. * Perfect for teacher desktops. * Customize your knowledge base. * Fully customize
your web site using PHP or ASP. * Customizable interface. * Create unlimited number of articles. * Fully searchable. *
Compatible with PHP4 and PHP5. * FREE for non-commercial use. * Over 200 knowledge base articles. * State of the art user
interface. * Easy to install. * Easy to learn. * Cross-platform. * Cross-browser compatible. * Free for educational use. * Learn
more at: Download INSTANT KBS for Microsoft Windows (Windows 98/ME/2000/XP) Download INSTANT KBS for
Macintosh (Windows or Mac OS 9 or Mac OS X) Download INSTANT KBS for Linux and Unix Special Support for Java
(Under GNU/Linux and MacOS/X) There is no charge for this download. What is a Knowledge Base? A knowledge base (KB)
is a collection of articles or information that relate to a particular area. For example, you might have a KB about how to install
Windows on a Mac. When a user needs information about how to install Windows on a Mac, they can search for "How to install
Windows on a Mac" in the database. Instant Knowledge Base has a simple, yet powerful, search engine. A user can type any
question or phrase that they are trying to learn more about. Instant Knowledge Base will find all of the information about the
phrase 1d6a3396d6
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Instant Knowledge Base is a powerful, fast and easy to use article database program, that allows you to capture the knowledge of
your users, and search the knowledge base for information. When you search for a phrase, Instant Knowledge Base will count
the number of matches on search words, and give extra weight if all words are matched, then rank the search results
accordingly. Perfect for Help-Desk applications and perfect for anyone who wants to track information that can be searched.
Instant Knowledge Base fully supports multi-users. You can install Instant Knowledge Base on all workstations in your office,
thus allowing everyone to search for solutions to any problem that has been documented. An installation option gives you the
control to decide whether a workstation can only search the knowledge base, or create articles as well. ... or Copyright License
and Distribution Instant Knowledge Base is Copyright 1999, RealNetworks, Inc. This program is free for personal use. All
internal programming and databases are Copyright 1999, RealNetworks, Inc. This program is free for personal use. For
commercial use, Contact RealNetworks, Inc. This program is distributed without charge. Instant Knowledge Base is a free
program and the source code is available for all users. This program can be obtained and used for free from the WWW. All
images and other data used in the description of the program are subject to copyright and may not be used without the
permission of RealNetworks, Inc. The program is not affiliated in any way with RealNetworks, Inc. ... or Copyright License and
Distribution Instant Knowledge Base is Copyright 1999, RealNetworks, Inc. This program is free for personal use. All internal
programming and databases are Copyright 1999, RealNetworks, Inc. This program is free for personal use. For commercial use,
Contact RealNetworks, Inc. This program is distributed without charge. Instant Knowledge Base is a free program and the
source code is available for all users. This program can be obtained and used for free from the WWW. All images and other
data used in the description of the program are subject to copyright and may not be used without the permission of
RealNetworks, Inc. The program is not affiliated in any way with RealNetworks, Inc. ... or Copyright License and Distribution
Instant Knowledge Base is Copyright 1999, RealNetworks, Inc. This program is free for personal use. All internal programming
and databases are Copyright 1999,

What's New In Instant Knowledge Base?
Instant Knowledge Base is a powerful help-desk database program, which allows you to store and maintain your custom
knowledge base articles. This means that you can type in new articles, edit any existing article or add to existing articles.
Knowledge bases help reduce the workload for people using your help-desk or information system. Instant Knowledge Base
allows you to quickly identify the right articles for any new users. And it also allows you to quickly search for the right
knowledge base article for any specific user. What's New in version 2.1.2 * Added support for the.NET 2.0 framework. *
Added the ability to sort articles and to-do items. * Added the ability to toggle between views and a context menu. * Added the
ability to search both the current article and the complete knowledge base. * Made the default language of the Knowledge Base
the language specified on the original install. * Made most screen fonts bolder and more readable. * Rebuilt the help file and
added information about knowledge base articles. * Modified the default install of the knowledge base to be single instance and
single user. * Modified the installer to optionally install the knowledge base on an existing computer. * Modified the installer to
allow the customer to specify an alternate path for the knowledge base, which allows the customer to provide an alternate path.
* Modified the installer to optionally install the knowledge base as a background application which is constantly present but
does not run. * Modified the installer to optionally install the knowledge base as a desktop shortcut. * Modified the installer to
optionally install the knowledge base on the Windows registry. * Modified the installer to optionally install the knowledge base
on the Internet as a.exe download. * Modified the installer to optionally install the knowledge base on the file system. *
Modified the installer to support three installation scenarios: a standard install, an upgrade from the 1.0 version, and a fullinstall. * Modified the installer to use dependency checking to make sure all referenced DLL's are available on the workstation
on which the installer is run. * Modified the installer to remove an existing knowledge base before installing. * Modified the
installer to ignore the language in a language pack pack. * Modified the installer to allow the customer to select where the
knowledge base is installed, i.e. on the file system, on the Internet, on the file system or on the registry. * Modified the installer
to use the alternate install directory specified by the customer. * Modified the installer to use the language specified by the
customer. * Modified the installer to allow the customer to select a directory for the knowledge base. * Modified the installer to
only uninstall pre-existing knowledge bases and not attempt to remove any prior versions of Instant Knowledge Base. *
Modified the installer to write a new application shortcut, shortcuts.inf, to the target application folder. * Modified the installer
to remove
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System Requirements For Instant Knowledge Base:
Minimum: OS: Windows XP Service Pack 2, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8 CPU: AMD Athlon 64 X2 Dual Core
Processor 2.5 GHz, Intel Core 2 Duo Processor 2.0 GHz, Intel Core i3 Processer, or AMD Sempron 2.1 GHz or Intel Pentium 4
2.4 GHz or equivalent RAM: 1 GB Video Card: 512 MB video RAM DirectX: Version 9.0 Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 compatible
Additional Notes: 64-bit DirectX 10
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